Abstract: Numerical simulation techniques are also called computer simulation, which take the computer as a means to study all kinds of engineering and physical problems even natural objective through numerical calculation method and image display. This paper studied the numerical simulation techniques and try to solve two-dimensional convectiondiffusion equation parameter identification inverse problem by the genetic algorithm. Firstly, the finite element method was illustrated to solve the steady problem of two-dimensional convection-diffusion equation before it compute parameter identification inverse problem each time. Subsequently, it can search the best approximate solution from many initial points and obtained the global optimum solution by means of crossover operator and mutation operator. Finally, the paper discussed the computer simulation of GA for solving the inverse problem, and puts forward a new method for solving inverse problem: Genetic algorithm based on the best disturbed iteration. The results of numerical simulation show that the genetic algorithm has the higher accuracy and the quicker convergent speed. And it is easy to program and calculate and is of great application.
INTRODUCTION
Development of numerical simulation technology was in numerical solution in the 60's. Progress in the generation of numerical simulation is mainly in the crude technology, parallel computing, grid PEBI, in 90 years. Simulation technology development is reflected in two aspects for twenty-first century. One is the integration of simulation technology, on the other hand is quantitative analysis of attribute uncertainty and its effects on the calculation.
It is assumed that φ = φ x, y, z,t ( ) is a kind of physical quantity carried by the fluid of unit volume. The physical quantity can be the pollutants present in the fluid or in the temperature of the fluid; it can also be the quality of the fluid medium itself. So φ can represent the concentration of polluting substances contained in the fluid or the temperature of the fluid, and it can also represent the density of the fluid ρ. c is the concentration of polluting substances or fluid temperature, which can also be the density of fluid. So it can be said that the physical φ is like this product of ρφ . In order to study the Changes in law of the physical, it removes a limited region D freely in the flow. Its border is S . What it interests is the distribution and change of the physical φ in region D. The parameter identified problem is a kind of common inverse problem in many fields of natural science and engineering technology. There are many ways for the parameter identified inverse problem. Measuring the parameter is the most easiest and direct method for the problem, but this method is difficult to analyze and the measurement is very expensive, etc. So, reason out the unknown parameters, people seek the values of unknown parameters.
To solve optimal inverse problems of partial differential equations of momentum in the process, one must first determine the unknown quantities at the true solution near the initial guess value. How to select the appropriate initial value is the best disturbed iteration for solving the key inverse problem. This paper will discuss the feasibility of GA for solving the inverse problem, and puts forward a new method for solving inverse problem: genetic algorithm based on the best disturbed iteration.
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
Consider two-dimensional steady problem of convectiondiffusion equation (3):
The area Ω is a bound area on the xOy surface. ∂Ω 1 and ∂Ω 2 are boundaries of Ω and ∂Ω 1 + ∂Ω 2 = ∂Ω .
The inverse problem is to seek unknown parameter function k(x, y) according to equations (1)- (3) . Because the function c(x, y) is also unknown, so it cannot solve k(x, y) from equations (1)- (3) . Then the additional condition as follows:
Geometric area of the inverse problem is shown in Fig.  (1) . Fig. (1) . Area of the inverse problem.
So, the inverse problem is to find k(x, y) according to the known functions The approximate solution of inverse problem in every compute process is according to the approximate solution of the steady problem. So the high precise method of the steady problem must be studied [5] . In the process of compute the inverse problem, it is required to compute problem (1)-(3) every time before. The procedure steps of finite element method for problem (1)-(3) are as follows.
Step 1: Cut the area Ω to some non-Multifoods basic elements as triangular shape in this paper. The vertex of triangular shape can be named as p i and its coordinate number x i , y i ( ) are assured numbers.
Step 2: Number fundamental elements and nubs must be in an order as fundamental elements inside prior to side ones and nubs inside prior to side ones.
Step 3: Constructed interpolating function that is the solution of equation (1) in every fundamental elements.
This way approximate solution of the problem (1)- (3) can be attained. In this proceed produce the first error of precise k(x, y) and its approximate solution [6] .
From mathematical angle, the paper expounds that although inverse problem have various types, they can be considered to be the category of operator theory. On the one hand this can solve inverse problem under a unified framework of operator theory, on the other hand the application of operator theory can lead to a deeper understanding of the essence of inverse problem and guide the solution approach, thus building a necessary math theoretical basis for inverse problem research.
} were the primary functions or orthogonal primary functions and let the form of k(x, y) as follows:
For the suitable number n ，it takes the addition kn (x, y) of finite primary functions [3] . So this kind of inverse problem seeks kn (x, y) according to known functions
, f 2 (x, y) and the additional condition p(x, y) . Because primary functions were known so the problem of kn (x, y) is to seeks an ndimensions vector (k 1 , k 2 ,, k n ) [4] .
Suppose the solution of a steady problem (1)～(3) that included kn (x, y) is c(k 1 , k 2 ,, k n , x, y) ， then the inverse problem inverts nonlinear optimization problem:
Take formula (7) as adaptive function and adjust coefficients k 1 , k 2 ,...., k n let value of formula (7) be minimum ，then it can get the optimization approximating solution of k(x, y) as follows:
The choice of number n and orthogonal primary functions φ i (x, y) { } will effect the precision of k(x, y) . But the genetic algorithm of this inverse problem can compute high precision solution of k(x, y) with small n, because it can search the good coefficients k 1 , k 2 ,...., k n of k(x, y).
THE BEST DISTURBED ITERATION METHOD
In environmental hydraulics, the mathematical models of many problems is the steady problem as follows:
Signal u is a vector function and L is a matrix differential operator and B is a matrix edge condition operator and E is a matrix initial operator and c(x) is the unknown vector function. L is linear depend on c(x) . Ω is the area. ∂Ω is the borderline of Ω .
The inverse problem of this kind problem is to find the unknown vector function c(x) of L from the (1) and additional conditions as follows:
This kind of inverse problem can convert a solution of nonlinear operator equation as follows:
The inverse problem can convert the extreme value problem of nonlinear functional by regularization method:
α is the regularization factor. Ω is the steady functional on L 2 (Ω) . Then it can get the numerical solution of the inverse problem by numerical methods.
The kernel process of the best disturbed iteration method is as follows:
Step 1: establish iterate process as follows:
The disturbed iteration δ c n x ( ) was identified by the nonlinear functional minimum problem as follows:
Step 
Take finite sum to approach as E(
The choice of n is according to the precision requisition. When the primary function was choose, the problem of solve E(x) is solve a n-dimension integral vector as follows: 
E(x) is a point of function space of unknown dispersion coefficient E(x) and φ(x) are points of data space of measurement. By and large, the operator A is nonlinear and ill-posed, that means if the φ(x) has a tiny change then the E(x) will have a large change. The error of data is ineluctable in the practice problem, so the solution of inverse problem with (9) will have an error with real solution of E(x). Now it solve inverse problem will solve with (9) by the disturbed iteration method and can get the nonlinear functional minimum problem as follows:
α is regularization parameter. Ω is the steady function and it take the norm of space L 2 [0,L]. The process of the best disturbed iteration method is as follows:
Step 1: It establish numerical iterate process through operator and identifies disturbed iteration method and linearization technology as follows:
The initial value E 0 x ( ) is the function around real solution E * x ( ) and δ E j (x) which is disturbed iteration and is solved by the nonlinear optimization problem as follows：
Step 2: It signed solution of E(x) with equations (3) 
can convert and seek
which can be solved by partial minimum problem of target function as follows:
is a tiny disturbed iteration and can be obtained from multivariate Taylor explosion as follows:
Then the last equality can simplify as follows:
The partial minimum δ K j of F δ K j ( ) satisfied linear equations as follows:
The equality (12) is Euler equation of functional (11). It take the solution of (12) into equality (8) , then it can obtain disturbed iteration and finish an iterate circular.
Step 3: How to identify factor a mi in matrix A ? The calculation formula of a mi can be obtained by numerical differential as follows:
There is a need to solve E j x 
GA SOLVEPARAMETER INVERSE PROBLEM
With the fixed population size, GA only uses fitness value to guide searching and regenerate population through executing genetic operations such as selection, crossover and mutation with probability. GA can simulate biological evolution by computer technology. Suppose optimal problem is function minimization and the target function is min f : R n → R, f . The fitness function is F : I → R and
[ ] is the range of amount x i . The scale of father generation is np ≥ 1 and the filial generation is nc ≥ 1 . It is an individual number through cross and variation in every generation. The community is P(t) = a 1 (t),a 2 (t),,a np (t) { } in the 10th evolve iteration. The cross operator is C : I nP → I nc and its control parameter is cross probability P c . The variation operator is M : I nc → I nc and its control parameter is variation probability P m . The selection operator for the father generation is S :(I nc  I np ) → I np and its control parameter is selection probability P s . C, M ,S are macroopertator and change from community to community.
The algorithm is as follows:
Step 1: Take Binary digit string simulated chromosome and one of the string simulated gene.
Step 2: Bring the target function or its transformation as fitness function to simulate the individual adaptation for living environment.
Step 3: The cross of father generation. Supposed cross probability is p c and the current father community have np ⋅ p c individuals that were crossing.
Step 4: The filial string variation.
Step 5: Evolution iteration and turn to run step 2 until it get the fit solution or run the evolve iteration time. It takes the fitness highest string as optimal solution.
GA is a new optimal method between steady optimal method and random optimal method.
If we take the formula (7) T is used and the combination is taken as follows:
As the simulated solution of unknown parameter q = q(x), then through iteration method to seek for 
Take K = max R i , then as follows:
When differential equations satisfy the conditions, the coefficient matrix from equations derived is strictly diagonally dominant matrices. Then solutions to relatively simple equations and the most convenient are to use Gauss elimination method or use Croat method to solve them. When the matrix is diagonal dominance, the coefficient matrix of equations is not so good properties and may even be a singular matrix.
SIMULATION RESEARCH
Consider the inverse problem of hyperbolic equation parameter identified as follows:
The boundary conditions are:
The add-conditions are:
The system of primary functions {ϕ i (x)} chooses as linear piecewise functions:
Take n = 10 , the parameter q = q(x) precise solution adopt as: of variations is taken as nvars=11, the size of group is taken as psize=20, the maximum evolution number taken as maxgen=7000, the cross probability is taken as pc=0.8, the variance probability is taken as pm=0.2, and used the GA seek solution was as follows:
q(x) = 2.177φ 0 (x) + 2.209φ 1 (x) + 1.565φ 2 (x) +1.155φ 3 (x) + 1.161φ 4 (x) − 0.361φ 5 (x) +1.073φ 6 (x)
+1.105φ 7 (x) + 1.024φ 8 (x) +2.470φ 9 (x) + 1.712φ 10 (x)
The above solution is taken as original values at the beginning of the best disturbed iteration method. When the iteration time is n = 1000 , it can obtain the parameter solution and the approximate solution error is obtained as e = q − q 1000 2 n = 8.17497×10-3.
The precise solution and the approximate solution of q = q(x) are shown in Fig. (3) . Fig. (3) . the real values and approach value by 20 time iterates.
CONCLUSIONS
Numerical simulation in fact should be understood to use the computer in order to do the experiment. The realization of a particular computation in the computer is very similar to the performance of a physics experiment where the analyst has jumped out of the equation of circle to treat the physical phenomena, as an experiment in physics. The problem of parameter identification is a kind of inverse problem of partial differential equation and is applied broadly. The best disturbed iteration method is a classical method for inverse problem solving and the method has virtues as high stability and good astringency, but how to obtain the original values for iteration is a hard work. The numerical simulation outcome showed that the solution has good astringency and high precision.
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